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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to FRAP 26.1, Big Horn County Electric Cooperative, Inc., states 

there is no parent corporation or publicly held corporation that owns more than 

10% of its stock. 

Date: August 2nd, 2021 

 

      James E. Torske, Attorney at Law 

 

 

      /s/ James E. Torske 

      James E. Torske 

       

Attorneys for Appellant Big Horn County 

Electric Cooperative, Inc.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 This case is about whether the Crow Tribe has substantive regulatory 

authority over Big Horn County Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Big Horn) through 

tribal law, Title 20.  A nearly identical issue was previously before this Court in 

Big Horn Elect. v. Adams, 219 F.3d 944 (9th Cir. 2000). 

 In this matter, summary judgment in favor of Appellees was based upon the 

District Court finding: “This case regulates non-member actions on trust property,” 

consequently, the Crow Tribe has regulatory authority to enforce Title 20.  ER-10 

 Alden Big Man (Big Man) resides and receives electric service through Big 

Horn’s distribution system located on leased tribal land at Crow Agency, Montana.  

Big Horn’s distribution system is located entirely upon a federally approved 

perpetual right of way granted by the Secretary of the Interior, effective as of 

January 10, 1955.  ER-48 

 In Adams, this Court determined “Big Horn’s rights-of-way are the 

equivalent of non-Indian fee land for the purpose of considering the limits of the 

Tribe’s regulatory jurisdiction.”  Id. at 950.  From that finding, this Court deemed 

the standards established in Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544 (1981), to 

determine tribal authority over non-Indians, governs.  Applied to this case, 

Montana’s  main rule represents the absence of inherent tribal authority over Big 
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Horn’s activities on its rights of way deemed equivalent to fee land within the 

reservation.   

 Also, in Adams this Court overruled Burlington Northern Railroad Co. v. 

Blackfeet Tribe, 924 F.2d 899 (9th Cir. 1991) because that case was decided upon 

an erroneous premise that the railroad right of way, identical to Big Horn’s in this 

case, is an easement in which a tribe retains “a continuing property interest” and a 

right of way classified as Indian land.  Adams, supra at 953. In this case summary 

judgment was granted based upon a similar erroneous determination that Big 

man’s homesite, including Big Horn’s right of way, was located on tribal trust land 

and “unless abrogated by a treaty provision or federal statute” the tribe may 

regulate nonmember conduct on that trust land.  Erroneously, the lower court also 

concluded Title 20 regulation was a valid condition “separate and unrelated to Big 

Horn’s easement over Tribal lands to provide electrical service.”  ER-7 

 Res Judicata, as it applies from this Court’s decision in the Adams case that 

Big Horn’s rights of way are the equivalent of non-Indian fee land, requires a 

finding that Big Horn’s activities – delivery of electric service to Big Man – were 

wholly upon the equivalent of fee land, not upon tribal trust land as the District 

Court concluded was the basis for tribal jurisdiction and regulatory authority over 

Big Horn, a determination which was wrong. 
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 This Court’s decision in the Adams case renders the lower court’s findings 

and judgments in this case fatally flawed, to the extent they are based upon the 

tribe’s right to exclude or place conditions on Big Horn’s conduct on trust land.  

Neither Montana exception is satisfied, contrary to the lower court analysis which 

demonstrated a broad interpretation – swallowing the main rule – rather than 

narrow interpretation prescribed by case law. 

Montana’s main rule controls here as the Crow Tribe may not assert inherent 

sovereign authority over Big Horn’s activities on land no longer classified as 

Indian land.  For the same reason the Blackfeet Tribe case was deemed “no longer 

good law” and reversed  by this Court in Adams, the District Court’s judgments in 

this case must be reversed. 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

A.  The District Court had jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331.  This 

action presents a question of federal law concerning the jurisdiction of the Crow 

Tribe to enact and enforce its law and order code, Title 20 Utilities, Chapter 1, 

Termination of Electric Service, against Appellant Big Horn County Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. 

B.  This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291, as appeal is taken 

from the District Court’s final February 26, 2021, Order Adopting Findings and 

Recommendations of the U.S. Magistrate Judge granting Defendants summary 
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judgment and denying Big Horn’s Motion for Summary Judgment.  Big Horn’s 

timely Notice of Appeal was filed on March 26, 2021, within 30 days after entry of 

judgment pursuant to F.R.A.P. (4)(a)(i)(A).  ER-253 

STATUTORY AND REGULATORY AUTHORITY 

 Identification of all relevant statutory and regulatory authorities appears in 

the Table of Authorities portion of this brief. 

ISSUES PRESENTED 

Whether the District Court erred in holding Big Horn’s delivery of electric 

service through a distribution system, located within the Agency Reservation 

created pursuant to the 1920 Act and within a rights of way approved in 

accordance with a federal statute, was subject to the Crow Tribe’s inherent 

authority to regulate non-Indian activity on tribal land or alternatively as 

authorized by the exceptions set forth in Montana, supra. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I.  Origin of Proceedings. 

The Crow Reservation, located in southern Montana, was established by the 

May 7, 1868 Treaty of Fort Laramie, 15. Stat. 649 (1868).  Of the 2.3 million acres 

within the Reservation only the Big Horn and Pryor Mountains, approximately “17 

percent is held in trust for the tribe itself.”  Except for limited acreage designated 

as school land conveyed to the State of Montana and land owned by the United 
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States, nearly all of the remainder was allotted pursuant to the General Allotment 

Act of 1887, Ch. 119, 24 Stat. 388, and the Crow Allotment Act of 1920, 41 Stat 

751, forming what is now a checkboard land pattern of fee and trust land owned by 

non-Indians, the Tribe, and its members.  Montana at 549, Adams at 948. 

Pursuant to Section 5 of the Crow Allotment Act of 1920 (1920 Act), 

Congress established an Agency Reservation and set aside a 288 acre tract of tribal 

land where the Bureau of Indian Affairs Crow Indian Agency and Crow Agency 

townsite are located, “reserved from allotment so long as such agency, school, 

cemetery or religious institutions, respectively are maintained for the benefit of the 

tribe”.  ER-27   The Magistrate recognized Section 17 of the 1920 Act also 

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to set aside tracts “for town-site purposes as 

in his opinion may be required for public purposes . . .” and mandates that “patents 

shall be issued for lands so set apart and reserved for school, park, and other 

purposes to the municipality or school district legally charged with the care and 

custody of lands donated for such purposes.” ER-27   

Appellant Big Horn is a nonprofit electric cooperative organized pursuant to 

federal and state law to provide electric service to its owner-members in rural areas 

of Big Horn County, Montana, and northern Wyoming.  ER-115   Adams at 948.  

Big Horn’s corporate headquarters has always been located in Hardin, Montana, 

not within reservation boundaries.  Big Horn delivers electric service to its 
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members through a distribution system located both on and off the Crow and 

Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservations.  ER-215 

Rights of way for Big Horn’s transmission and distribution system crossing 

Indian land within the two reservations have been granted by the Secretary of the 

Interior pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §§ 323-328.  Nearly all of Big Horn’s electric 

system within the Crow Reservation is located upon that portion which was 

allotted and now has a mixed pattern of ownership, both Indian and non-Indian.  

Adams at 948  Numerous perpetual and unexpired term rights of way have been 

granted by the Secretary of the Interior for Big Horn’s distribution system located 

throughout the 288 acre tribal tract where the Crow Agency townsite and Bureau 

of Indian Affairs offices are located, including rights of way for a railroad, state 

highways and roads, telephone and telegraph, fiber optics, and Big Horn’s electric 

lines serving private residences, including the residence of Big Horn’s member 

Alden Big Man (Mr. Big Man).  ER- 43-49 

On July 12, 1986, the Tribal Council of the Crow Tribe (“Tribe”) adopted as 

a part of the Crow Law and Order Code (CLOC), Title 20 Utilities, Chapter 1, 

Termination of Electric Service.  The stated purpose of CLOC Section 20-1-110 

was to prohibit, for any reason, termination of electric service for 5 months, 

“November 1st to April 1st except with specific prior approval of the Board,” 

referring to the Crow Tribal Health Board.  Title 20 also contains restrictions 
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relating to time, method and notice requirements before service may be terminated 

and purports to apply to “any person, firm or corporation, including an electric 

cooperative, which furnishes electric service with (sic) the Crow Reservation.”  

ER-134 

Significant to the origin of this case are the remedies provisions of CLOC § 

20-1-120 limiting tribal court review of any Health Board decision and directing 

that the Tribal Court “shall affirm the decision of the Board if it is supported by 

substantial evidence and within the discretion of the Board.”  Additionally, the 

Tribal Court may award the Board and the customer “twice any actual damage” not 

less than twice the delinquent bill and barring the utility from recovering any 

charge due from the customer.  ER-143 

In January 2012, Big Horn’s member Mr. Big Man became delinquent under 

the payment provisions of his membership agreement with Big Horn.  On January 

11, 2021, Mr. Big Man was given notice of his delinquency in accordance with Big 

Horn’s longstanding rules and governing policy.  ER-219  The termination notice 

contained an invitation to : “Please contact one of our offices to see if you would 

qualify for a payment arrangement.”  In the absence of any communication from 

Mr. Big Man concerning payment arrangements, his electric service was 

disconnected on January 26, 2012.  ER-195 

II. Tribal Court Proceedings. 
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A.  Complaint in Tribal Court.  In May 2012, Mr. Big Man filed a lawsuit 

in Crow Tribal Court alleging Big Horn violated CLOC § 20-1-110, in that his 

electric service was terminated between November 1 and April 1 without notice to 

and consent from the Crow Tribal Health Board as required by CLOC § 20-1-

110(2).  ER-127 

Big Horn’s timely filed answer included an affirmative defense challenging 

tribal court jurisdiction based on the Membership Agreement contractual 

relationship between Big Horn and Mr. Big Man predicated upon forum selection 

and choice of law provisions designating the Montana state district court and 

Montana law for dispute resolution.  Big Horn also asserted the Tribe had no 

jurisdiction to enforce Title 20, and the allegations set forth in the Complaint failed 

to state a cause of action against Big Horn.  ER-191 

In July 2012 Mr. Big Man filed a Motion for Summary Judgment based 

upon Big Horn’s admission Mr. Big Man’s service was terminated in January and 

the allegation “Crow law has been admittedly violated.”  ER-198 

After considering briefs and argument, in May 2013, the Crow Tribal Court 

entered its Order finding the Crow Tribe lacked jurisdiction to enact and enforce 

Title 20, and the court had no jurisdiction over the case, and dismissed Mr. Big 

Man’s Complaint.  Mr. Big Man appealed to the Crow Court of Appeals.  ER-181 
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B.  Crow Court of Appeals’ Opinion. 

Although Big Horn and Defendants made repeated efforts to advance the 

appellate process,  in the absence of a functioning court of appeals, nearly 4 years 

elapsed between the date of the Crow Tribal Court Order and the Crow Court of 

Appeals’ April 2017 Opinion.  Ultimately, the lower court’s order was reversed, 

and the case remanded for further proceedings in the Crow Trial Court.  The Court 

of Appeals first concluded the trial court had personal jurisdiction over Mr. Big 

Man and Big Horn because Mr. Big Man is a tribal member residing on the 

reservation and Big Horn transacted business within the reservation.  Subject 

matter jurisdiction was based upon the CLOC provision providing the tribal court 

has territorial jurisdiction over parties engaging in activities within the exterior 

boundaries of the reservation and the cause of action arouse within reservation 

boundaries. 

The appeals court next determined the Crow Trial Court erred when it 

applied Montana’s main rule because there had not been “a finding of fact on 

BHCEC’s land status.”  The court concluded the first Montana exception allows 

Crow Tribal jurisdiction because Big Horn, through a commercial contract,  

“entered consensual relationships with the Crow Tribe (when it entered some type 

of contract to establish electricity on the reservation) and its members (Big Man) 

through a cooperative agreement.”  ER-171   Finally, the appeals court 
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stated it was error and not logical for the tribal court to decide it lacked jurisdiction 

because the tribal government, tribal members and non-tribal residents would have 

to “stand in line to appear before a foreign court . . . “ for Big Horn’s actions 

occurring within the Crow Reservation.  ER-172 

The appeals court concluded Montana’s second “direct effect” exception 

authorized exercise of tribal civil jurisdiction to enforce Title 20.  It agreed with 

Mr. Big Man that termination of his service was conduct “which threatens to freeze 

people out of their homes for months on end” and the trial court erred when it 

found the second exception inapplicable.  ER-173 

Attention was called to tribal sovereign power to exclude and regulate based 

upon non-member activities on tribal land.  The appeals court concluded the trial 

court erred by not making findings of fact considering  Big Horn’s “land status”, 

“initial entry conditions”, and what Big Horn “reasonably” should “anticipate” 

from dealing with the Crow Tribe and its members.  ER- 175-176 

  Finding subject matter jurisdiction, the appeals court reversed the trial 

court’s order and remanded the case for trial on non-jurisdictional merits.  ER-177 

III.  Federal District Court Proceedings. 

Big Horn then brought this action in the United States District Court in 

Montana seeking the following relief:  (1) A judgment that the tribal court lacks 

both subject matter and personal jurisdiction over Big Horn in Mr. Big Man’s 
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lawsuit; (2) Tribal Defendants application of the tribal regulatory provisions of 

Title 20 to Big Horn is prohibited by federal law and null and void; and (3) an 

injunction prohibiting  enforcement of tribal regulations or ordinances such as Title 

20, and further interference with Big Horn’s operations.  

By order the case remained assigned to the U.S. District Judge (District 

Judge) although motions and procedural matters were referred to the U.S. 

Magistrate Judge (Magistrate). 

Mr. Big Man and the Tribal Defendants filed motions to dismiss asserting 

Big Horn had failed to exhaust tribal court remedies.  The Magistrate, considering 

the exhaustion issue under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), entered Findings and 

Recommendations that Big Horn’s Complaint be dismissed, and the case be 

remanded to the tribal court. 

Big Horn filed objections to the Findings and Recommendations.  After 

concluding the Crow Appeals Court’s opportunity to consider and rule upon the 

issue of tribal jurisdiction over Big Horn satisfied the exhaustion requirement, the 

District Judge rejected the Magistrate’s findings and recommendations and denied 

Defendant’s motions to dismiss.  ER-85 

Big Horn and the Defendants filed cross motions for summary judgment.    

After oral argument, on July 21, 2020, the Magistrate entered Findings and 
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Recommendations that Mr. Big Man’s and the Tribal Defendants’ motions for 

summary judgment be granted.  ER-16 

The Magistrate reasoned that Mr. Big Man’s residence is located upon tribal 

trust land, a housing lease upon land owned by the Crow Tribe, the title of which is 

held in trust by the United States.  Accordingly, absent a treaty provision or federal 

statute to the contrary, the Tribe retains regulatory and adjudicative authority over 

Big Horn’s conduct on tribal land upon which Mr. Big Man resides.  ER- 25-26 

The Magistrate disagreed with Big Horn’s arguments the use of the land 

upon which Mr. Big Man resides was restricted by act of Congress, and the land 

was the equivalent of fee land due to rights of way granting Big Horn access to 

provide electric service.  Based upon a partial Title Status Report, presented by 

Defendants showing only the legal description of the 288 acres and tribal 

ownership and not showing any right of way encumbrances, the Magistrate 

fastened on the fact the land, including Mr. Big Man’s housing lease tract, was 

tribal land.  The Magistrate concluded the Tribe retained the right to exclude Big 

Horn from Mr. Big Man’s residence and thus the right to regulate Big Horn 

through tribal regulatory and adjudicative authority.  ER- 28-30 

The Magistrate also concluded, even if the Tribe lacked authority to exclude, 

Big Horn’s Membership Agreements and delivery of electric service to its 

members on the Crow Reservation created a qualifying consensual relationship 
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with Mr. Big Man and the Tribe as defined in the first exception to the general rule 

against tribal jurisdiction over nonmembers announced in Montana, supra at 544 

(1981). 

Additionally, the Magistrate found the second “direct effect” Montana 

exception was satisfied thereby justifying tribal authority to enforce the provisions 

of CLOC, Title 20 regulations against Big Horn. 

The Magistrate recommended the Tribal Defendants and Mr. Big Man’s 

motions for summary judgment be granted and Big Horn’s motion be denied. 

ER-40 

Big Horn timely filed objections to the Magistrate’s Findings and 

Recommendations.  Big Horn reasoned the Magistrate overlooked or ignored 

uncontested conclusive evidence and controlling precedent which established 

delivery of electric energy and services to Mr. Big Man occurred on Big Horn’s 

rights of way, which under Strate v. A-1 Contractors, 520 U.S. 438 (1997), and Big 

Horn Elect v. Adams, supra, are equivalent to nonmember fee land, and no federal 

statute or treaty permits tribal regulation of Big Horn’s on-reservation activities.  

Big Horn argued it had presented a complete title status report (TSR) 

demonstrating congressionally authorized grants of numerous rights of way as 

encumbrances upon the title to the 288 acre tract of tribal land, identical to those 

recognized by this Court and other federal courts in previous cases, over which 
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Indian tribes, including the Crow Tribe, no longer had the exclusive right to 

occupy and exclude. 

Big Horn also argued the tribe lacked regulatory authority under either of the 

Montana exceptions, both of which the Magistrate concluded applied and afforded 

the tribe the right to exercise its sovereign power to assert jurisdiction and 

authority over the “activities” and “conduct” of Big Horn. 

Upon review the District Court entered an Order Adopting Findings and 

Recommendations of the Magistrate Judge.  ER-1  The District Court reviewed the 

objections made by Big Horn based upon congressional limitation of tribal 

authority stemming from Section 5 of the Crow Allotment Act of 1920 and the 

congressionally authorized and  granted rights of way underlying Big Horn’s 

perpetual right to deliver energy and service to its members within the 288 acre 

tract of tribal land, including Mr. Big Man’s homesite for a stated term.  Although 

directed to this Court’s express finding in Big Horn Elect v. Adams, supra at 950 

that “Big Horn’s rights of way are the equivalent of  non-Indian fee land for the 

purpose of considering the limits of the Tribe’s regulatory jurisdiction”, consistent 

with the Magistrate’s finding the District Judge determined, “This case regulates 

non-member actions on trust property.”  ER-10  The District Court also agreed 

with the Magistrate that Mr. Big Man’s homesite was tribal land over which the 

tribe could assert Title 20 regulatory authority.  The District Court opined, to 
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allow the presence of electrical easements to defeat tribal jurisdiction would render 

the entire reservation (“at least the portions with power”) beyond tribal control 

contrary to the doctrine that express congressional intent is required to divest a 

tribe of jurisdiction over tribal land.  ER-10 

The District Court, like the Magistrate, decided Big Horn’s objection that 

Title 20 purports to apply to all persons receiving electric service within 

reservation boundaries, need not be considered because the Magistrate concluded 

Mr. Big Man’s homesite “is properly considered tribal land” thereby resolving Big 

Horn’s objection.  ER-10 

The Magistrate found both Montana exceptions apply and afforded tribal 

jurisdiction to enforce Title 20.  The Magistrate declared the required nexus existed 

between the consensual membership agreement and the Title 20 regulation based 

upon the predicate: “But for the contract” Big Horn had no right to terminate, nor 

would Mr. Big Man have received electricity from Big Horn.  ER-33  The District 

Judge agreed, finding: (1) Big Horn chose “to avail itself of the Tribe’s customer 

base and in doing so created a consensual relationship”.  The tribe then conditioned 

one aspect of that service with Title 20.  This is “exactly the nexus required by the 

first exception.”  ER-12   

The Magistrate deemed the Crow Tribe’s sovereign powers as the source of 

tribal regulatory authority, citing Merrion v. Jicarilla Apache Tribe, 455 U.S. 130 
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(1982), as U.S. Supreme Court precedent for tribal power to impose “conditions on 

the non-Indian conduct” specifically in this case Title 20, a tribal regulation which 

purports to preclude Big Horn from termination of service on tribal land.  ER- 7-8 

The District Court continued on to hold the second “direct effect” exception 

applies because “electric service is necessary to keep the heat on” and “termination 

of that service clearly imperils the health and welfare of Tribal members” who are 

members of Big Horn and therefore the tribe itself.  ER-131   

On February 20, 2021, the District Court entered the final order finding the 

Magistrate had properly concluded Mr. Big Man and the Tribal Defendants were 

entitled to summary judgment and that Big Horn’s motion should be denied and 

accordingly granted the Tribal Defendants’ and Mr. Big Man’s motions and denied 

Big Horn’s Motion for Summary Judgment. 

 

 

 

 
1 Should this Court reverse, the instruction on remand should direct the District Court to examine 

the Magistrate’s finding as adopted by the District Court relating to waiver of tribal sovereign 

authority associated with summary judgment granted to Mr. Big Man.  Such a remand directive 

is imperative because all of the membership agreements, which this Court in Big Horn v. Adams, 

supra, recognized as “contracts with tribal members for the provision of electrical services” and 

the basis for consensual relationships under Montana, adopt Montana substantive law and 

judicial forums for the purpose of determining the rights of the parties – a contractual 

undertaking inconsistent with application of tribal law evincing the parties intent. 
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SUMMARY OF THE AGRUMENT 

 I.  The sovereign authority of the Crow Tribe does not always extend to 

the activities of Big Horn on tribal trust land within the Crow Reservation. 

 The argument made by Tribal Defendants, and adopted by the Magistrate 

and District Court, that the Crow Tribe, pursuant to its sovereign powers retains 

regulatory and adjudicative authority over Big Horn’s conduct on tribal land, 

unless abrogated by treaty provision or federal statute, has been considered and 

rejected by both the United States Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit,  A-1 

Contractors v. Strate, 76 F.3d 930, 935-936 (8th Cir. 1996), and United States 

Supreme Court, Strate, supra, at 1412, as well as this Court’s post Strate 

jurisprudence.  Adams at 950. 

 In the A-1 Contractors case, the Eighth Circuit Court observed the language 

indicating tribes have sovereign authority, including territorial jurisdiction over 

cases arising on tribal land unless limited by treaty or federal statute, was taken out 

of context from a statement made in Iowa Mutual Ins. Co. v. LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 

18-19 (1987), A-1 Contractors at 935-936.  Iowa Mutual “was an exhaustion case 

which did not decide whether tribes had jurisdiction over nonmembers.”  Id., citing 

Brendale v. Confederated Tribes, 492 U.S. 408, 427 (1989).  The Supreme Court 

referring to the same statement concluded Iowa Mutual was an exhaustion case not 
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standing apart from Montana’s main rule that the inherent sovereign powers of an 

Indian tribe do not extend to the activities of non-Indians.  Strate, 520 U.S. at 453. 

 A tribe’s regulatory authority over non-Indian activities on tribal trust lands 

may be divested in cases Congress has exercised plenary power to limit tribal 

jurisdictional authority.  In this case, the Crow Allotment Act of June 4, 1920, 

represents a congressional legislative directive placing federal restrictions upon the 

involved land over which the tribe may not assert a gatekeeper’s right to exclude or 

otherwise regulate nonmember activities, including Big Horn’s.  Also, the 

Secretary of the Interior, vested with the plenary power of Congress, through 

enactment of the General Right-of-Way Act of 1948, 25 U.S.C. § 323, granted Big 

Horn numerous rights of way for its distribution system throughout the Agency 

Reservation, the first effective January 10, 1955, in perpetuity. 

  Big Horn’s activities, on the 288 acre tract of tribal land subject to the rights 

of way, must be considered, for the purpose of tribal regulation, as occurring on 

land which is the equivalent of fee land.  As such, the sovereign authority of the 

Crow Tribe to regulate through assertion of the right to exclude Big Horn from the 

right of way, has been divested. 
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 II.  The Crow Tribe does not have jurisdictional authority under either 

of the Montana exceptions. 

The District Court erred when it adopted the rationale of the Magistrate that 

Big Horn’s decision to provide electric service to its members within the 

reservation created a consensual relationship, of the required kind under Montana, 

and Title 20 regulates one aspect of the electric service satisfying the required 

nexus between the consensual relationship and the regulation.  ER-12. 

  Big Horn’s presence upon the reservation does not establish a consensual 

relationship of the qualifying kind.  Big Horn’s membership agreements establish 

the relationship between Big Horn and its members by which it could be deemed to 

have voluntarily submitted to tribal jurisdiction.  Those agreements express 

precisely the opposite intent, by terms contained therein, that disputes arising from 

the relationship be resolved in Montana courts under Montana law. 

Also, requiring Mr. Big Man to pursue claims arising out of his relationship 

with Big Horn in state court, like all cooperative members, would have no direct 

effect on the political integrity, economic security, or health and welfare of the 

Crow Tribe.  In fact, the Membership Agreement is not the subject of the initial 

suit brought in tribal court which was predicated entirely upon the allegation Big 

Horn violated tribal law.  No allegation has or could be made Big Horn violated 
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the terms of the consensual agreement in such manner as to have a direct effect 

upon the Crow Tribe. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 A district court’s grant of summary judgment is reviewed de novo.  Big 

Horn Elect. v. Adams, supra, citing Robi v. Reed, 173 F.3d 736, 739 (9th Cir 1999).  

The standard of review for an Indian tribal court decision deciding jurisdictional 

issues is de novo on questions of federal law and clearly erroneous for factual 

questions.  See FMC v. Shoshone-Bannock Tribes, 905 F.2d 1311, 1313 (9th Cir. 

1990).  Questions about tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians is an issue of federal 

law reviewed de novo.  See United States ex. Rel. Morongo Band of Mission 

Indians v. Rose, 34 F3d 901, 905 (9th Cir. 1994).  Adams at 949.    

ARGUMENT 

I.  The sovereign authority of the Crow Tribe does not always extend to 

the activities of Big Horn on tribal trust land within the Crow Reservation. 

  Put plainly, the CLOC, Title 20 Tribal regulations, rather than a contract 

dispute arising out of the Membership Agreement, identified as the consensual 

relationship by this Court in the Adams case, is the subject of this case.  The 

dispute arises out of the Crow Tribal Court Complaint alleging Big Horn “violated  

Crow law” and does not arise under the terms of, out of, or within the ambit, of Big 
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Horn’s consensual relationship with Mr. Big Man (Big Man) which is limited to 

the on-premises delivery and payment for electrical service.  ER-179   

Big Man has a 2.09 acre homesite lease within Tract T 7011 -W which 

consists of 288 acres of tribal trust land reserved from allotment pursuant to 

Section 5 of the 1920 Act.  Section 17 of the 1920 Act authorized the Secretary of 

the Interior to set aside “such tracts for town-site purposes as in his opinion may be 

required for the public interests,” and authorizes issuance of patents “to the 

municipality or school district” for tracts donated for school or other purposes. 

The Magistrate’s findings noted Big Horn argued because the 1920 Act 

provided the land was set aside for “specific public purpose” the tribe lacks 

regulatory authority as it no longer had exclusive right to occupy the land or 

exclude non-Indians.  ER-26  The Magistrate declined to adopt Big Horn’s 

reasoning and concluded the statutory provisions of the 1920 Act did not disturb 

the Crow Tribe’s “absolute and undisturbed use and occupation of tribal trust 

lands” consequently the tribe retained the right to exclude.  ER-28 

Big Horn also argued, due to the 1920 Act, by which the Agency 

Reservation and Crow Agency townsite were created with the consent of the tribe, 

the Crow Tribe was divested of absolute and undisturbed use of the land within the 

Agency Reservation.  Consequently, Big Horn asserted the tribe had no 
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gatekeeping right nor authority to exclude Big Horn and thus no authority to 

impose Title 20 regulation as a matter of sovereign authority. 

 The Magistrate did not adopt Big Horn’s reasoning but instead concluded: 

“There is nothing in the General Allotment Act or Crow Allotment Act which 

specifically limits the Crow Tribe’s civil jurisdiction over non-Indian activities on 

tribal land.”  ER- 11-12   The District Judge adopted the Magistrate’s rejection of 

Big Horn’s reasoning concerning the allotment acts “or the Tribe’s prior 

designation of the land for public purposes because those acts are insufficiently 

explicit to abrogate jurisdiction”.  ER-7 

 Using an identical analytical predicate, federal courts, including this Court, 

have held, as Big Horn argued, rights of way granted by the Secretary of the 

Interior over individual Indian or tribally owned trust land are deemed equivalent 

to alienated non-Indian land for tribal nonmember governance purposes.  See 

Strate, 520 U.S. at 454, Adams at 950.  Land designated for a specific purpose or 

use by Congress in an allotment act may likewise be equated to alienated non-

Indian land.  In each case, Congress has acted within its plenary power to bestow 

rights to land on one party while limiting rights of another party to the same land.  

Burlington N. Railroad Co. v. Red Wolf, 196 F.3d 1059, 1063 (9th Cir., 2000).   

Congressional power over tribal trust land is plenary.  Id.  This Court, 

considering the extent of the Crow Tribe’s jurisdictional authority, observed “in 
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fact, allotment of Indian land was consistently equated with the dissolution of tribal 

affairs and jurisdiction.”  Id. at 1176 citing Montana, 450 U.S. at 559-560, n. 9.  

Specifically referencing the 1920 Act, this Court also observed “as the district 

court correctly concluded, the allotment act is “a legislative directive from 

congress.”  Yellowstone County v. Pease, 96 F.3d 1169, 1176 (1996).  The 

Magistrate erred  by failing to recognize the plenary power of Congress when 

concluding the 1920 Act statutory provisions, designating the 288 acre tract as 

Agency Reservation and identifying a number of particular land use purposes 

including establishment of a municipality, did “not disturb the Crow Tribe’s 

absolute and undisturbed use and occupation of tribal trust land, hence, its right to 

exclude.”  ER-28   

It may not be disputed, in sum, that the 1920 Act is a congressional exercise 

of plenary power whereby Congress, not the Crow Tribe, established conditions 

upon continued use and even ownership of land within the Agency Reservation 

over which the tribe could no longer assert inherent authority.  For the Magistrate 

to conclude and the District Court agree, the 1920 Act’s statutory provisions did 

not disturb the Crow Tribe’s right to exclude, and the tribe retained sovereign 

power to regulate Big Horn, was in error and contrary to controlling law.  

 The Magistrate and consequently the District Court relied heavily on the 

argument advanced by Defendants that Indian tribes have inherent territorial civil 
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jurisdiction unless that authority has been affirmatively limited by treaty or federal 

statute.  From that understanding, the District Court reached a conclusion, that 

tribes have presumptive civil jurisdiction over non-Indian activities on tribal land 

“unless affirmatively limited by a specific treaty provision or federal statute”, 

quoting Iowa Mutual at 18.  ER-7 

 Contrary to the Magistrate’s finding, adopted by the District Court, Iowa 

Mutual only established an exhaustion rule and did not determine whether the tribe 

had jurisdiction over nonmembers.  Rather, it addressed only which court should 

have the first opportunity to decide whether the tribal court had jurisdiction.  In 

addressing the exhaustion question, the Iowa Mutual court made the following 

observation: 

Tribal authority over the activities of non-Indians on reservation lands 

is an important part of tribal sovereignty.  See Montana v. United 

States, 450 U.S. 544, 565-66 (1981) [other citations omitted].  Civil 

jurisdiction over such activities presumptively lies in the tribal courts 

unless affirmatively limited by a specific treaty provision or federal 

statute. 

 

Iowa Mutual, 480 U.S. at 18. 

 The Magistrate put too much emphasis upon the second sentence and 

ignored the first sentence and the citation to Montana.  As a consequence, the 
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lower court decisions effectively nullify Montana and declare the Crow Tribe 

possesses territorial jurisdiction over nonmember activities.2  

 Iowa Mutual was simply an exhaustion case.  It did not decide the broader 

question of tribal court civil jurisdiction over non-consenting nonmembers.  See 

Brendale at 427, n.10.  The court in Brendale stated reliance on language “about 

retained tribal sovereignty” in Iowa Mutual is misplaced.  Id. As such, the lower 

court’s assertion there exists presumptive tribal civil jurisdiction, based upon Iowa 

Mutual, absent express congressional divestment is wrong.  The Iowa Mutual case 

did not create a presumptive rule either expressly or impliedly. 

 More importantly, as the en banc decision of the Eighth Circuit Court in A-1 

Contractors at 936, correctly concluded, the language in Iowa Mutual, upon which 

the Tribal Defendants and lower courts rely, “can and should be read more 

narrowly and in harmony with the principles set forth in Montana, which the Court 

cites in making those observations.” 

 Explaining how Iowa Mutual should be read in harmony with Montana the 

8th Circuit Court of Appeals in A-1 Contractors noted: 

When the Court observes in Iowa Mutual that ‘[t]ribal authority over 

the activities of non-Indians on reservation lands is an important part 

of tribal sovereignty,” 480 U.S. at 18, the Court cites Montana and 

thus is referring to the types of activities, like consensual contractual 

relationships (the first Montana exception), that give rise to tribal 

 
2 Of course, as discussed herein, the applicable allotment provisions of the 1920 Act and secretary’s grants of right-

of-way to Big Horn serve to divest the tribe of jurisdiction over actions involving non-Indian grantees on the subject 

land. 
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authority over non-Indians under Montana.  Likewise, when the Court 

goes on to say “[c]ivil jurisdiction over such activities presumptively 

lies in the tribal courts unless affirmatively limited by a specific treaty 

provision or federal statute,”  Id. (emphasis added) the Court again is 

referring to a tribe’s civil jurisdiction over tribal-based activities that 

exists under Montana. . . . Hence, Iowa Mutual should not be read to 

expand the category of activities which Montana described as giving 

rise to tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians or nonmembers.  Instead, 

we read it within the parameters of Montana. 

 

A-1 Contractors at 936. 

 

 It is apparent the Magistrate adopted language taken out of context, 

presented in Tribal Defendants’ briefs as if it represented a controlling principal or 

affirmative position announced by the Supreme Court.   ER-26    Iowa Mutual 

should be considered only within the parameters of its recognition of the 

limitations on tribal civil jurisdiction over nonmembers outlined so clearly in 

Montana.  As the Eighth Circuit en banc decision noted, a careful reading of the 

Montana and Iowa Mutual cases indicates that they can and should be read 

together to establish one comprehensive and integrated rule: 

[A] valid tribal interest must be at issue before a tribal court may 

exercise civil jurisdiction over a non-Indian or nonmember, but once 

the tribal interest is established, a presumption arises that tribal courts 

have jurisdiction over the non-Indian or nonmember unless that 

jurisdiction is affirmatively limited by federal law. 

 

A-1 Contractors at 939. 
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A.  When the tribe has been divested of the power to occupy and 

exclude, the Montana exceptions remain as the only source of tribal 

regulatory authority over nonmembers on tribal land. 

Montana involves questions of tribal authority over non-Indians on non-

Indian owned fee lands, however does not limit its discussion, rationale or holding 

to issues arising on fee lands.  Instead, Montana specifically found, without 

qualification, that tribal power itself is limited to what is necessary to protect tribal 

self-government and to control internal relations, absent express congressional 

delegation of more expansive authority.  Montana, 450 U.S. at 564.  Furthermore, 

Montana specifically addressed the “forms of civil jurisdiction over non-Indians on 

their reservations” and outlined the two limited situations in which that jurisdiction 

may apply.  Id. at 565.  The court did not limit its rationale to cases arising on non-

Indian fee lands but instead referred broadly to tribal power over nonmembers. 

Moreover, as the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, in A-1 Contractors, 

supra, aptly notes “a number of cases analyzing civil jurisdictional issues in non-

fee land disputes have relied upon or cited Montana.”  (citing Stock West Corp. v. 

Taylor, 964 F.2d 912, 918-19 (9th Cir. 1992) (en banc); FMC v. Shoshone-Bannock 

Tribes, 905 F.2d 1311, 1314 (9th Cir. 1990); Tamiami Partners Ltd. v. Miccosukee 

Tribe of Indians of Florida, 999 F.2d 503, 508 n.11 (11th Cir. 1993).  The en banc 

decision concluded that “any attempt to limit the rationale of Montana and 
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Brendale to fee land jurisdictional issues is both uncompelling and unsupported by 

the language of those two cases.”  A-1 Contractors at 938.   

The ownership of land is not dispositive of the issue of tribal jurisdiction as 

the Magistrate and District Court in this case mistakenly concluded.  Nevada v. 

Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 360 (2001).  In Hicks the Supreme Court rejected the 

argument that tribes have regulatory authority over nonmembers on tribal land 

within reservation boundaries because of the ownership status:  “[T]he existence of 

tribal ownership is not alone enough to support regulatory jurisdiction over 

nonmembers.”  Id. 

The Magistrate’s conclusion that because Big Man lives upon property 

“designated tribal trust land” “in the absence of a treaty provision or statute to the 

contrary, the tribe retains regulatory and adjudicatory authority over nonmember 

conduct on this land” is wrong.  ER-26 

B.  The Montana analysis applies to the federally granted rights-of-way 

for Big Horn’s distribution system. 

Big Horn’s relevant activities and conduct all occurred upon tribal trust land 

leased by Big Man.  His leased premises is within the Agency Reservation created 

by Congress at Crow Agency and within a right of way effective January 10, 1955, 

granted to Big Horn by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the General Right-
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of-Way Act of 1948, 25 U.S.C. §§ 323-28 (1988), and its implementing 

regulations, 25 C.F.R. Part 169, long before the Crow Tribe adopted Title 20.3 

No contention has been made the Crow Tribe reserved the right to exercise 

dominion or control over numerous rights-of-way granting Big Horn the right to be 

on the tribal land to provide electric service within the Agency Reservation 

established pursuant to the 1920 Act.  Thus, each congressionally authorized grant 

divested the Crow Tribe of all rights of control over the operation of Big Horn’s 

electric distribution system within the right of way.  ER- 41-49 

In this case, all statutory requirements were met in granting rights-of-way to 

Big Horn.  ER-43  This Court clearly declared in Adams, supra, that “Big Horn’s 

rights-of-way are the equivalent of fee land . . . “ 219 F.3d at 950.4  Constrained by 

the doctrine of state decisis, the Magistrate and District Court were bound to treat 

Big Horn’s rights-of-way as such and apply Montana standards for determining the 

Crow Tribe’s regulatory authority.  Instead, they erroneously asserted Adams, 

Strate, and Red Wolf were all distinguishable because: “Those cases all concerned 

non-Indian land that had been alienated through a grant of right of way . . . This 

 
3 In 1948, Congress enacted a comprehensive, general purpose right of way statute, 62 Stat. 17, 25 U.S.C. §§ 323-

328 (1988), which delegates to the Secretary, not to tribes, the right to grant rights-of-way for all purposes over and 

across tribal trust lands.  See Fredericks v. Mandel, 650 F.2d 144, 147 (8th Cir. 1981).  While 25 U.S.C. § 324 

requires consent of the tribe, the right-of-way grantor is the United States. 
4 That Big Horn’s right of way on tribal trust land in this case should have been considered equivalent of non-Indian 

land is plainly described in Macarthur v. San Juan County, 497 F.3d 1057, 1073, n. 9 (10th Cir. 2007):  “9. When we 

use the term “non-Indian land,” we use it in the sense that the Supreme Court does:  The land involved is non-Indian 

fee land or akin to non-Indian fee land in that the tribe may not “assert a landowner’s right to occupy and exclude” 

others from the land.  See, Strate, 520 U.S. at 456, 117 S.Ct. 1404.” 
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case regulates non-member actions on trust property.”  ER-10   In actuality, there 

is no distinction, all cases involve trust land.  

The Magistrate and District Judge ignored a major holding in this Court’s 

Adams case decision concerning tribal governance over tribal land subject to a 

right of way and application of Montana standards: 

This court’s post-Strate jurisprudence leaves no doubt that 

Montana’s framework applies in determining a tribe’s jurisdiction 

over nonmembers on non-Indian fee land, the precise situation 

presented by this case.  See Red Wolf, 196 F.3d at 1064 (stating that 

Montana applies because a congressionally granted right of way is the 

equivalent of non-Indian fee land);  Allstate Indem. Co v. Stump, 191 

F.3d 1071, 1074 (9th Cir. 1999) (“Generally speaking, the Montana 

rule governs only disputes arising on non-Indian fee land, not disputes 

on tribal land; otherwise, the Strate Court’s analysis of why a state 

highway on tribal land was equivalent to non-tribal land would have 

been unnecessary.”).  Montana was the first opinion to establish a 

framework for analyzing the contours of tribal jurisdiction over non-

Indians. 

Montana’s main rule is that absent a treaty or a federal law, a 

tribe has no civil regulatory authority over tribal nonmembers.  See 

Montana, 450 U.S. at 564-65. 

 

Adams at 950-951. 

    

Based upon review of BIA Title Statue Reports submitted so the land status 

of Big Man’s residence could be determined, the Magistrate found the property 

was designated “tribal trust land” the title of which is held in trust by the United 

States.  The Magistrate concluded: “Therefore, in the absence of a treaty provision 

or federal statute to the contrary, the Tribe retains the regulatory and adjudicative 

authority over nonmember conduct on this land.”  ER-26, ER-7 
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First, the Magistrate recited Big Horn’s position, consistent with this Court’s 

finding in the Adams case, that as the grantee of a federally approved right of way 

the Crow Tribe no longer has the right to exclude nor the right to regulate Big 

Horn through enforcement of tribal law, Title 20.  Then, Big Horn’s argument was 

summarily rejected based upon the Magistrate’s mistaken notion of tribal 

sovereign powers and misinterpretation of this Court’s reference in Window Rock 

Unified Sch. Dist. v. Reeves, 861 F.3d 894, 899 (9th Cir. 2017) to a statement made 

by the U.S. Supreme Court in Merrion v. Jicarilla Apache Tribe, 455 U.S. 130 

(1982) at 144-145.  Merrion is the case principally relied upon by the Tribal 

Defendants, Magistrate and District Court in justification for their opinion and 

finding regarding the tribe’s regulatory power.  Merrion recognizes a tribe’s right 

to protect its interest in tribal land over which it has a retained right to occupy and 

exclude, a right the Crow Tribe does not possess with respect to the Agency 

Reservation. 

That Merrion is distinguishable from this case is discernible from the first 

phrase of the quotation in the Magistrate’s Findings and Recommendations stating: 

“When a tribe grants a non-Indian the right to be on Indian land, . . .”  ER-28  

Nowhere in this case may be found a tribal grant to Big Horn to be on Indian land.  

The legal relationship created by virtue of right of way grants is between the 

United States and Big Horn.  Under 25 U.S.C. § 323 the Secretary of the Interior is 
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delegated authority from Congress to grant rights of way on tribal and individually 

owned trust land.  The record reflects that preeminent role here through the Title 

Status Report for Tract T 7011 -W generated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs 

indicating the ownership of the land and all right of way encumbrances by title 

documents recorded as required by law.5  The statement from Merrion, on which 

the Magistrate predicated continuing tribal power to place conditions on Big 

Horn’s conduct or continued presence, is non-applicable and distinguishes Merrion 

from the actual facts of this case.  The United States, as trustee, not the Crow 

Tribe, granted Big Horn a perpetual right to be present on and deliver electric 

service within the 288 acre Agency Reservation.   

Consequently, the tribe has no retained interest in the land, the equivalent of 

non-Indian land, over which it may assert tribal power to exclude or place 

conditions upon Big Horn’s continued presence and occupation.  The District 

Court holding to the contrary is erroneous.  

 
5 The record contains Tribal Defendant’s Supplemental Statement of Undisputed Facts in support of their Motion for 

Summary Judgment.  Paragraphs 7 through 11 of that document refers to various statements and appendix to the 

Title Status Report (TSR) attached to a Declaration of Big Man’s attorney.  Paragraph 10 of Defendant’s 

Supplemental Statement provides: “10. The TSR for Tract No. T 7011 -W further states that the title to Tract No. “T 

7011 -W is current, complete and without defect.  Ownership is in unity and interests are owned in the following 

status: Trust.”  The TSR attached to the Tribal Defendant’s Supplemental Statement contained 3 of 7 pages of which 

Appendix A contained the legal description and Appendix B the ownership interest.  Not included was Appendix C, 

pages 4-7 which were placed in the record by Big Horn, and which lists thirty-two (32) federally granted rights of 

way granted between 1893 and 2018, all of which encumber the title and “have been approved by a properly 

delegated federal official and are required to be recorded by law . . . “ as set forth on page 1 of 7 of the TSR.  (See, 

ER-53 justification for TSR filing)The Magistrate did not acknowledge the legal implication of nonmember 

activities upon land which is the equivalent of fee land stating: “It follows in BHCEC’s logic that because it is an 

easement holder and the Crow Tribe does not have the right to exclude it from Big Man’s property, then the tribe 

has waived its regulatory powers to enforce Title 20.  This argument . . . fails.  ER-28 
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II.  The Tribal Court Lacks Jurisdiction Under Either of the Montana 

Exceptions. 

A.  Big Horn and Big Man have no consensual relationships relevant to 

this action which could support assertion of tribal jurisdiction. 

The first exception to the general principle outlined in Montana requires 

“consensual relationships with the tribe or its members, through commercial 

dealing, contracts, leases, or other arrangements” associated with which a tribe 

may exercise tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians.  Montana, 450 U.S. at 565.  The 

first Montana exception does not apply in this case for two reasons: Big Man’s 

Membership Agreement is a contract with a tribal member but is not material to 

this case, and, even if it were, it reflects that disputes will be resolved in a non-

tribal forum. 

Big Man, not the Crow Tribe, brought this action in tribal court alleging Big 

Horn, a non-Indian entity, violated tribal law.  The Crow Tribe is not a party, nor 

does this dispute arise out of the terms of the contract framing the relationship 

between Big Horn and Big Man as required by Montana’ first exception. 

The Magistrate accepted the Tribal Defendants’ argument that Montana’s 

consensual relationship test is satisfied in this case because “BHCEC’S voluntary 

provision of electric services on the Crow Reservation created a consensual 

relationship with Big Man and the Tribe,”  ER-33    In support of this misstatement 
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of the jurisdictional determinations required by federal Indian law jurisprudence, 

the Magistrate cited Doc. 106 the Tribal Defendants’ reply brief in support of their 

motion for summary judgment.  ER-33    It was the Magistrate’s total reliance 

upon the Tribal Defendants’ misinterpretation of Iowa Mutual, Strate, and 

Montana that led to the conclusion Big Man resided upon tribal trust land and 

consequently the tribe had unfettered jurisdiction over Big Horn’s activities on that 

land pursuant to the tribe’s sovereign authority and the two exceptions to 

Montana’s main rule.  Not only did the Magistrate not consider how the entirety of 

the post-Strate jurisprudence has affected how both regulatory and adjudicatory 

inherent authority determinations govern the Crow Tribe’s power, but also the 

Magistrate didn’t follow Montana’s framework for analyzing the tribe’s authority 

over Big Horn. 

The Magistrate’s conclusion, Big Horn’s voluntary provisions of electrical 

service within the reservation establishes that “a sufficient nexus exists between 

the consensual relationship and the disputed regulation”, ignores this Court’s 

finding in the Adam’s case that the consensual relationship was established based 

upon Big Horn’s contracts with tribal members for the provision of electrical 

services.  Adams at 951.  It is the contract itself which embodies the consensual 

relationship not simply the fact a nonmember entered into a contract with a tribal 
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member which the Magistrate wrongfully decided satisfied Montana’s first 

exception. 

In Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 223 (1959), the case cited in Montana 

fitting the first exception, it was determined the tribal court, not the state court, had 

jurisdiction over an action brought by a nonmember merchant against tribal 

members over a dispute arising out of on reservation credit sales transactions, the 

consensual relationship.  Here, the facts distinguish this case from Williams in that 

the action was brought by a tribal member in tribal court against a nonmember and 

there is no dispute or controversary arising out of the consensual relationship, the 

contract between Big Horn and Big Man.  Even if there were a nexus between Big 

Man’s “membership” contract with Big Horn and the Tribal Title 20 regulation, it 

cannot be considered to supply Big Horn’s consent to tribal court jurisdiction in the 

action brought by Big Man.  The membership contract provides for adjudication of 

disputes between Big Horn and its members be resolved in accordance with 

Montana law in a Montana court, conclusive evidence Big Horn had not 

voluntarily submitted to tribal jurisdiction by providing electric service to its 

members within reservation boundaries, activity erroneously identified as a 

consensual relationship. 

The Tribal Defendants, Magistrate, and District Court further overlooked  

Big Horn had an unqualified perpetual right to have its facilities upon and use the 
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right of way granted by the Secretary regardless of Big Horn’s dealings with Big 

Man and the tribe.  The relationship between Big Horn and the United States is not 

subject to alteration by tribal authority. 

Put plainly, the tribal court action, alleging only that Big Horn violated tribal 

law, rather than breached a contract with Big Man does not arise under the terms of 

or out of the consensual relationship of the qualifying kind under Montana’s first 

exception.  To find as the Magistrate did, that Big Horn’s delivery of electric 

services on the reservation meets the Montana “consensual relationship” test is 

unsupported, unwarranted, and would lead to unprecedented tribal territorial 

jurisdiction over nearly all nonmember activities within reservation boundaries.  

If tribes can obtain unlimited nonconsensual civil jurisdiction, relating to any 

matter or dispute, including enforcement of tribally enacted law, over a 

nonmember who is a party to a commercial relationship with a tribal member, even 

where the pertinent contract expressly foreclosed tribal court jurisdiction in event 

of a dispute, knowledgeable persons and entities will decline to engage in 

commerce with tribes, from the tribal point of view, an unacceptable unintended 

consequence.  

This Court should reverse the District Court conclusion the tribal court has 

subject matter jurisdiction under Montana’s first exception.  
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B.  Big Horn’s provision of electric service neither has a serious adverse 

impact upon nor imperils the health and welfare of the tribe. 

The second exception to the general principle outlined in Montana requires 

conduct that “threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the 

economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe.”  Montana at 466.  Under 

this exception regulation of some activities of non-Indians or nonmembers on the 

reservation may be within the tribe’s power.  Montana at 565. 

The Supreme Court has severely limited the power of tribes to regulate the 

activities of non-Indians.  Justice White’s opinion in Brendale found it “significant 

that the second Montana exception is prefaced by the word ‘may’.”  Brendale at 

428-29.  Use of the word “may” reflects “that a tribe’s authority need not extend to 

all conduct that “threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, 

economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe,’ but instead depends upon 

the circumstances.”  Id. at 429.  Consequently, to determine whether an “effect” 

meets the Montana threshold, a court must decide whether, and to what extent, the 

tribe has a “protectable interest” in the activities giving rise to such an effect, and if 

it has such an interest, how it may be protected.  Brendale, 492 U.S. at 430.  A 

protectable interest, if it exists, however, does not entitle a tribe to assert civil 

jurisdiction in every situation that has some adverse effect on the tribe.  Brendale, 

492 U.S. at 431.  “The impact must be demonstrably serious and must imperil the 
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political integrity, the economic security, or the health and welfare of the tribe.”  

Id. 

In this case, the District Court concluded that the tribe’s interest in judicially 

enforcing a tribal law regulating Big Horn’s delivery of electric service to its 

members that occurs within the geographical boundaries of the reservation is, in 

and of itself, sufficient to meet the direct effect test outlined in Montana. 

In Burlington N. Railroad Co. v. Red Wolf, supra, a case involving death of 

tribal members in a train-automobile collision within the Crow Reservation, this 

Court acknowledged Montana’s second exception requires the nonmember’s 

conduct have a “demonstrably serious” impact upon the tribe and the unfortunate 

death of tribal members was not sufficient to satisfy the “adverse effect” 

requirement of the second exception.  The court in Red Wolf reviewed the dictates 

of decisions requiring the second exception be narrowly construed: 

As we stated in Wilson, “[i]f the possibility of injuring multiple tribal 

members does not satisfy the second Montana exception under Strate, 

then perforce, [a plaintiff’s] status as a tribal member alone cannot.”  

127 F.3d at 815; see also County of Lewis v. Allen, 163 F.3d 509, 515 

(9th Cir. 1998) (holding that a tribe’s bare interest in the safety of its 

members cannot satisfy the second exception).  Nor does the Tribe’s 

burial allowance for its members amount to “demonstrably serious” 

economic consequences.  We do not doubt the truth of John Donne’s 

observation that “[n]o man is an island.”  Devotions upon Emergent 

Occasions, Meditation 17 (1624).  The adage applies with special force 

in the close, inter-connected tribal culture.  However, the Supreme 

Court has declined to employ this logic in conjunction with the second 

Montana exception.  Indeed, it has specifically rejected it.  See Strate, 

520 U.S. at 458-59. 
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196 F.3d 1059 at 1065. 

   With virtually no evidence in the record demonstrating an adverse 

relationship between Big Horn and its member owners, when in fact the record 

demonstrates the enormous benefit of the long standing company Policy No. 26 

governing termination of members electric service tailored to keep cooperating 

members on the system, the District Court concluded termination of service 

“clearly imperils the health and welfare of any tribal member who obtains service 

from BHCEC . . . and therefore the tribe itself.”  ER-13, ER-219 

The second exception was not intended to be applied as broadly as the 

Magistrate and District Court did in this case.  This Court has determined a tribal 

court plaintiff’s status as a tribal member cannot satisfy the second exception, 

stating: 

Nor is it sufficient to argue, as the tribe does, that the exception 

applies because the tribe has an interest in the safety of its members.  

That simply begs rather than answers the question.  Under the tribe’s 

analysis, the exception would swallow the rule because virtually every 

act that occurs on the reservation could be argued to have some 

political, economic, health or welfare ramification to the tribe.  The 

exception was not meant to be read so broadly.  Strate instructs that 

the “cases cited in Montana indicate the character of the tribal interest 

the Court envisioned.”  117 S.Ct. at 1415. 

 

County of Lewis v. Allen, 163 F.3d 509, 515 (9th Cir. 1998) 

 

 The U.S. Supreme Court’s most recent Indian law decision, United States v. 

Cooley, supra, is instructive with respect to use of the second exception when 
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nonmember conduct may impact tribal interests to the extent tribal oversight is 

justified.  Id. at 14.  In Cooley, the court determined tribal police officers have 

authority to stop nonmembers on public roads within reservation boundaries when 

the officer has reasonable suspicion the nonmember may have violated federal or 

state law but clearly not tribal law.  A tribal officer may conduct such search as 

necessary for his or others safety and may detain a nonmember until the arrival of a 

non-tribal law enforcement officer.  Id.-1 

 The court concluded the second Montana exception fit the circumstances 

“almost like a glove.”  Id. at 9.  The basis for application of the “health and welfare 

of the tribe” aspect of the second exception was obvious.  A tribal law enforcement 

officer with knowledge or belief a nonmember had or was about to commit a 

crime, in some instances very serious offenses, the court noted, without authority 

to protect the tribal community from such nonmember conduct, would be 

detrimental to the health and welfare of the tribe as well as the nonmember 

community alike.  Id. at 10. 

 However, the court was careful to point out the Cooley decision was not a 

departure from nearly unanimous prior cases denying tribal jurisdiction where 

nonmembers may be subject to application of tribal law: 

We also note that our prior cases denying tribal jurisdiction over the 

activities of non-Indians on a reservation have rested in part upon the 

fact that full tribal jurisdiction would require the application of tribal 

laws to non-Indians who do not belong to the tribe and consequently 
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had no say in creating the laws that would be applied to them.  See 

Duro, 495 U.S. , at 693, 110 S.Ct. 2053, 109 L. Ed. 2d 693 (noting the 

concern that tribal-court criminal jurisdiction over nonmembers would 

subject such defendants to “trial by political bodies that do not include 

them”); Plains Commerce Bank, 544 U.S. , at 337, 128 S. Ct. 2709, 

171 L. Ed. 2d 457 (noting that nonmembers “have no part in tribal 

government” and have “no say in the laws and regulations that govern 

tribal territory”) . . . As the Solicitor General points out, an initial 

investigation of non-Indians’ “violations of federal and state laws to 

which those non-Indians are indisputably subject” protects the public 

without raising “similar concerns” of the sort raised in our cases 

limiting tribal authority. 

 

Cooley at 12, 13. 

 In effect, the District Court’s judgments in this case wrongfully recognize 

and would establish tribal territorial jurisdiction over nonmembers under 

Montana’s second exception because nearly all nonmember conduct on the Crow 

Reservation “has some direct effect” upon tribal members – “and therefore the 

tribe itself” as stated by the District Court.  ER-13 

 Neither the consensual relationship, identified by this Court as “contracts 

with tribal members for provision of electrical services,” nor matters directly 

affecting tribal self-government or internal relations under the Montana tests are 

present in Big Man’s action against Big Horn asserting Big Horn violated tribal 

law.  The Crow Tribe was not a party to Big Horn’s contract with Big Man nor Big 

Man’s action against Big Horn.  The Crow Tribe’s economic security and general 

health and welfare would not suffer as a result if Big Man must sue Big Horn in 

state court to resolve disputes arising out of and as required by their membership 
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agreement contract.  The two limited circumstances which may allow tribes to 

exercise jurisdiction over nonmembers simply do not exist in this case.  

Consequently, the Crow Tribe does not have, under Montana’s framework,  

regulatory or adjudicatory jurisdiction over Big Horn in this action, as the Crow 

Tribal Court ruled at the onset of the case over eight years ago. 

CONCLUSION 

 Appellant Big Horn requests that the judgments entered by the District Court 

be reversed and the case remanded to the District Court requiring an order be 

entered granting the injunctive and declaratory relief requested by Big Horn. 

Dated this 2nd day of August 2021.  
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